Since 1973, student affairs
professionals have been giving back
to the profession through the NASPA
Foundation. Gifts to the NASPA Foundation
come back to the profession as research grants,
July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015
scholarships and awards. Every NASPA member,
from grad students to new professionals to faculty to
administrators can benefit from and donate to the NASPA Foundation.
Many thanks to those who gave in 2014-15. For a full list of donors and more
information about the NASPA Foundation, please visit www.naspa.org/foundation

2014-15 Annual Report

The NASPA Foundation’s Channing Briggs Small Grant inspired me to conduct
“The National Study on Latino Male Achievement in Higher Education.” This has
provided me with a forum to engage student affairs educators, faculty, and policymakers in a dialogue about how to best support Latino male college students.
David Perez II, Grant Recipient

Having the opportunity to attend the BACCHUS general assembly has inspired me
to redefine what it means to be a Peer Educator on my campus. The Foundation
has given me the tools, passion, and confidence to succeed.
Ali Berkowitz, Scholarship Recipient

Through a Jim Rhatigan Fellowship, I was able to attend the 2015 NASPA Annual
Conference. The NASPA Foundation has helped me stay connected and engaged
with NASPA and within the field of higher education and student affairs.
Torrie Jackson, Scholarship Recipient

The NASPA Foundation underwrites NASPA’s Research and Policy Institute
5 Things Issue Brief Series. Intended to be accessible, succinct, and informative,
the briefs provide NASPA members with thought-provoking perspectives and
guidance from current research on supporting student success in all its forms.

Thanks to you...
...the NASPA Annual Conference is
more accessible because of the
scholarships you help offer.
...NUFP students get to grad
school with your help.
...student affairs professionals
are more informed because of
the research you fund.
The Foundation also receives revenue from other sources,
including special events and previous pledge commitments.

Scholarships,
Grants and Awards

...research grants help turn great
ideas into best practice.
...undergrads get to experience the
BACCHUS General Assembly.
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...the best of the best
are honored as
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...SA pros doing great work as
teachers, mentors and
scholars are celebrated.
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